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KC237
Smart Talking Human interaction
computer with Photon
Microcontroller for Multiple
tasks.
Talking Computer connected Photon
Microcontroller activates the multiple
relay
system of home loads.

KC238

Programmable Paper battery for wearable
voltage output
A paper battery is a flexible, ultra-thin energy storage
and production device formed by
combining carbon nanotube s with a conventional sheet
of cellulose-based paper. Apaper
battery acts as both a high-energy battery and
supercapacitor , combining two components
that are separate in traditional electronics .

KC239

Easy-To-Swallow Wired Telemetry
The design of wired capsules they have been called
“endoradiosondes,” “capsules,” “smart
pills,” “electronic “radio pills,” “wired capsules,” “wired
Herein we will use the term
“electronic pill” when referring early development

KC240

Infrared Plastic flexible Solar Cell with Voltage
stabilizing with embedded programming
with mobile charging.
Nanotechnology is the nexus of sciences.
Nanotechnology is the engineering of tiny machines the projected ability to build things from the bottom up
using techniques and tools being
developed today to make complete, highly advanced
products.

KC241

LIFI Technology: Data transmitting without using wires,
without using wireless/RF technology
but data will transfer.
Impact of VLC on Light Emission Quality of White LEDs

This paper reports the effect of data modulation on the
emitted light quality of phosphor

converted white LEDs. The results showed that provided
the expected average current driving
the LEDs remains unchanged then the emitted light
quality will stay the same

KC242

Spintronics experiment material light emission values
finding with light depended resistor
To manufacture semi conductors, ICs Spintronics
experiment will useful for finding material
light emission reflected values without disturbing and
touching materials
Each object has their own light reflecting capacity, we are
calculating The reflected
waves by ldr , ldr data converts by ADC and
microcontroller displays data in LCD

KC243

Super Capacitor charging and voltage ADC monitoring
in LCD
Supercapacitor also known as electric `double-layer
capacitor (EDLC), super condenser,
pseudo capacitor, electrochemical double layer

capacitor, or ultracapacitors, is an
electrochemical capacitor with relatively high energy
density. .

KC99:

3D-Printer: Design and manufacturing of 3D PRINTER with
respect to Computer Aided
Manufacturing (C.A.M). [ONLY IN 1000KV

TECHNOLOGIES]
About project It all starts with making a virtual design of the object you want to
create. This virtual design is for instance a
CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling
application.
3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing (AM), refers to processes used
to synthesize a dimensional object in
which successive layers of material are formed under computer control to create an
object

KC11:

E-bike real time min 40km mileage 40km speed. [ONLY IN
1000KV TECHNOLOGIES]
About project: The paper deals with a battery charger integrated into the traction
hardware of an electric scooter, for recharging
the scooter batteries by means of a single-phase AC source. And Solar panels on the
top chassis.

KC104:

PAPER CIRCUIT: Study and research of circuit drawing on
paper
Paper circuit based loads controlling system [ONLY IN

1000KV TECHNOLOGIES]
About project: “100%

working” you are the first person in the
world who doing project with
paper wiring
draw circuit on paper
☺write on any surface your regular roller ball pen will!
paper circuits are a great way of adding light to your drawings,
origami, or papercraft creations.
Instead of using wires to Connect a battery to leds, paper circuits
use conductive metal tape.

KC01:

Futuristic design of breathe to electrical lamp on off
technology. [ONLY IN 1000KV TECHNOLOGIES]
About project: This system is converts analog breath inhaler exhale to emergency
voice message with respect to micro controlled
programmed data. Microcontroller unit takes the input from breath pressure module to
lamp on off system.

KC102:

Vehicle indicator based signaling solar E-Textile jacket for
behind traveler to reduce
Accidents [ONLY IN 1000KV TECHNOLOGIES]
About project: The aim is to reduce accidents by indicating left,
right and stop indicator on rider‟s
bike jacket.

KC123:

New embedded home system to Dust absorbing corner after home
sweeping
About project: helps to clean your home .and absorbing dust in corners after sweeping. NO
NEED TO DUST COLLECTING

KC124:

Artificial Lungs Moment Creation System Using Air
Pumping with solar power system
About project: The device is a major step toward creating an easily portable and
implantable artificial lung. And this Small device
works with air pumping motor, this entire system control with microcontroller w.r.to
model lungs, air pumping motor, relays.

KC125:

Artificial Heart Beat Moment Creation System Using Liquid
Pumping with solar power
system
About project: An artificial heart is a device that replaces the heart. Artificial hearts
are typically used to bridge. The projected
lifetime of the artificial heart .and heart beat moment created by liquid pump

KC07:

Portable ozone generator to convert o2(normal oxygen) to pure
(o3 gas) conversion.
About project: The main idea of this project is “a portable device which can produce Ozone
layer” with respect to this concept
we are proving purification of air with real time O3 smell. Ozone gas is now-a-days used for
treatment of drinking water,
disinfection, and air-purification

KC100:

Wearable device generates electricity from walking knee to mobile
charging with battery

charging Display.
About project By strapping the energy harvester to the knee joint, a user could power bodymonitoring devices such as heart
rate monitors, pedometers and accelerometers by simply walking and not have the worry of
running out of power and replacing
batteries. Soldiers may find this device particularly useful

KC101:

Pedaling power generation with battery charging for DC loads and voltage
display on LCD
About project: Pedal power is the transfer of energy from a human source through the use of a
foot pedal and crank system.
This technology is most commonly used for transportation and has been used to propel
bicycles for over a hundred years. Less
Commonly pedal power is used to power agricultural and hand tools and even to generate
electricity.

KC105:

Fabrication of composite material super-hydrophobic treating cube
room.
About project: A super hydrophobic coating is a nanoscopicsurface
layer that repels water.
Droplets hitting this kind of coating can fully rebound in the shape of
column
Project Main theme:
•Creating a non wet surface of anything
•Super hydrophobic Surface Treatment that goes beyond fabrics
•Creates a fascinating Self Cleaning Surface
•superhydrophobic surface is Unwettable

KC128:

Tri wheel tobo robot can detect human, voice announcement
,direction controle
About project: Tobo is a tri wheel wired keypad manipulated robo with human head. It talks

specific voice message depends on
switch pressing, it detects human.
But no hand moments

KC03:

Train moment sensing based robotic adjustable add-on railway
platform with voice
announcement.
About project: A railway platform is a section of pathway, alongside rail tracks at a railway
station, Flexible platform is a
project which helps to common people who travels on railway stations “which inter connect
the platforms with special designedescalator” like that. In this technology we will calculates
the train arrival and departure with respect to this IR sensing only
platforms will works

KC107:

Power generation from solar (sun) system without Using solar
panel for dc loads with
voltage display
About project: This project is proving the system to produce the power from sun rays without
using solar panel; logic is new
discovered by 1000KV Technologies. Still now whatever the system is present to generate
power from sun is solar
panel. But this system NOT EVEN EXIST AT, project is also power generation from sun but
not from solar panel.

KE01:

Hi-5 power plant a hi-5 power generation form solar, hydel, wind,
Main & foot step with boosting conversion and wireless power
transmission.

KC103:

Screw Capping Bottle Machine Using H-Bridge ,Motors And Microcontroller

KC106:

Coin vending chocolate machine.

About project: The automatic single head screw capping machines are used in capping of
bottles and jars in a number of
Industries such as, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, cosmetic, chemical, food and more. This
project includes microcontroller, DC
Motor, H-Bridge, power supply and all

About project: A vending machine is a machine that dispenses items such as chocolates to
customers automatically, after the
customer inserts currency or credit into the machine. Vending machines are used to dispense
small different products, when a
coin is inserted.
NOTE: this project main concentration on vending chocolate with coin sensing This
demo project will work for any coin.
this Projects works without coin sort-out feature, with respect to investing extra credits
we can add-on this feature also.

KC108:

Bi-Directional moving wind and solartica power generation to
charge battery with DC load
and voltage display on LCD
About project: Renewable energy is generally defined as energy that comes from resources
which are naturally replenished ona human timescale such as sunlight, wind. So we are
developing new kind of architecture to get more efficiency comparatively
Existing methods. And charging status display on LCD by using voltage sensor and
microcontroller.

KC109:

BLDC motors RPM synchronizer for industrial purpose motors.
About project: depends on master motor rpm slave motor also syncs same rpm driver unit
with microcontroller.

KC110:

College purpose REAL TIME SOLOR TREE With voltage
display, student can charge
mobile.
About project: Solar enables more energy to be generated because the solar panel is always
able to maintain a perpendicular profile
to the sun‟s rays. By using solar panel tree we can generate real time application for college
use that is tree.
This tree can install in college and students can charge mobiles. A microcontroller calculates
tree‟s battery charging.

KC111:

Motor Speed Counting / RPM Display by Infrared technology and

values displays on LCD.
About project: This project is used to control and measure the BLDC motor speed by using an
IR speed sensor mechanism.
There is a need for controlling a DC motor speed in industries that uses drilling, spinning,
lathes, elevators etc

KC112:

PWM based motor speed controlling interfaces with
Microcontroller.
About project: In this paper, to control the speed of DC motor using Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) method. This is a simple and
useful circuit for controlling the speed of DC motor. This can be used in different applications
like robotics, automobiles etc.

KC150:

Evaluation of Direct Torque Control Using Space Vector
Modulation for Electric Vehicle
Applications
About project: This paper presents the results of an investigation into the suitability of a
Direct Torque Control method for
an electric vehicle application The control scheme used and the test system that has been
developed are explained.
Experimental results are presented. The control scheme is computationally complex, but is
shown to have low current
distortion, low torque ripple, and a fast torque response.

KC113:

Touch screen haptic based motor speed controlling for industrial
use.
About project: This project is a fine combination of haptic technology and embedded system.
User can control motor
Speed using haptic control. An application should be installed on haptic to control various
motor appliances.
User can send commands using that application.

KC114:

Air Bag Crash Sensor Development Using MEMS sensor
About project: An airbag crash sensor system is a vehicle safety device. It is an occupant

restraint consisting of a flexible
envelope designed to inflate rapidly during an automobile collision, to prevent occupants from
striking interior objects such as the
steering wheel or a window.

Note: we are using prototype air bag because real air bag high cost.
KC115:

Optic fiber light transmits based load activation system with fast
command sensing
System.
About project: The main idea of this project is “Load activating from OPTICAL FIBER from
source to destination circuits by
using light. This project proves that increasing the load activating speed better then present
following transmitting bit data logic.

KC116:

Automatic “drying Cloths on rope “ covering from raining by
using rain sensing and
microcontroller
About project: To develop and implement a system which protects the clothes automatically
by detecting rain without the need
of human beings. So, this project entitled AUTOMATIC PROTECTION OF CLOTHES
FROM RAIN is small step towards
the comfort ability and save our time.

KC04:

Hi-5 power plant a hi-5 power generation form solar, hydel, wind,
Main & foot step with
Boosting conversion and wireless power transmission.
About project: The main idea of this project producing power from different types of
parameter sources Which can available in
India like Solar, Hydel, Wind, Main & foot step powers can boost from boosting voltage
circuits and charges storage energy

KC127:

Automatic book position number detection in a rack. Even book
changes position manually.
[FIRST POSSIBLE BOOK DETECTION CONCEPT IN THE
WORLD]
About project: This paper describes a book placement and book searching method for
performance enhancement of existing
Library systems. The book placement mechanism is used to ensure the placement of book
inside the shelf according to
assigned code to facilitate manual searching. Every book contain each slot, if any one changes
its previous also we can track
with no time.
NOTE: this project we are proving with three books.

KC10:

Blood warmer/infusion warmer with silicon temperature
insulation tubing
About project: The main purpose of this project is use of temperature difference signal for
proportional heating of the cold
blood. This difference is of 2 temperatures. 1. Of patient body and 2. Of blood bag.

KE02:

REAL TIME SOLOR TREE

KE03:

Automatic water bottle filling robot.

KE04:

Portable solar car

KE05:

Power Generation From Sunlight Without Solar Panel

KE06:

Gravity Pulling power generation for LOAD activate drives with
Battery

KE07:

Current: Wireless power transmission System to active load LEDs

KE08:

Medicine Refrigeration for rural and flood affected areas - Fast
chilling solar based refrigerator
with dual mode battery charging for preserving medicines

KE09:

Design of cnc hand writing robot. [tested ok, 100% output]

KE10:

Aero dynamic wind mill with reverse charge protection for rural
power generation applications.

KE11:

Automatic wall Painting robot.

KE12:

In built no compressive “thermo effective fridge” in a “DC fan
operated cooler

KE13:

Prepaid Smartcard Based Energy Meter

KE14:

Distributed Ultrasonic Zoned presence Sensing System.

KE15:

Bluetooth& android mobile control home loads activation like future
technology.

KE16:

12v DC to 220v AC Converter Circuit network

KE17:

Development of an Embedded System for Secure Wireless Data
Communication using Zigbee
technologies

KE18:

Extended Boost Quasi-Z-Source Inverters: Possibilities and
Challenges

KE19:

Drilling machine

KE20:

An intelligent and portable method to direction of vehicle using
android based mobile touch screen.

KE21:

Portable ozone generator to convert O2(normal oxygen) to pure (O3
gas) Conversion

KE22:

Emergency road clearing method for VIP& emergency vehicles
controlling with android application.

KE23:

Design and Modeling of Grid Connected Hybrid Renewable Energy
Power Generation

KE24:

Fault Detection and Isolation Filters for Three-Phase AC-DC Power
Electronics Systems

KE25:

Reactive Power Compensation and Control via Shunt Reactors and
Under Ground Power Cables

KE26:

Design and Experimental Analysis for Reduction of Cogging Torque

by Pole Shifting in
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
KE27:

Space Vector PWM Control Synthesis for a H-Bridge Drive in
Electric Vehicles

KE28:

composite solar water stiller

KE29:

Design and Implementation of Solar Power Optimizer for DC
Distribution System

KE30:

[Power up with Your Shoes] Charge your mobile phone by using
Power generation from walking
shoe with voltage display.

KE31:

Solar powered Medicine refrigeration with temperature display on
LCD using Microcontroller
interface with Temperature sensor.

KE32:

Collusion tracking and automatic breaking system for vehicles.

KE33:

Design and implementation RHEX ROBOT

KE34:

sensitive Alcohol sensor with auto car ignition disables function to
avoid drunk and drive

KE35:

solar powered Grass Cutting

KE36:
KE37:

Prototype Wheel Chair Control System using hand gesture moments
with MEMs sensor and
microcontroller.
Hand moment control wheel chair for physically imbalanced patients.

KE38:

Rescue child saver pipe climbing robot controlling with motors.

KE39:

Nobel army security robot contains Gun head rotation with video cam
display in portable monitor
/ laptop.

KE40:

Real time water level controller which can install in college tank and
status/warning unit in
Administrative office.

KE41:

Solar Power Potential in Saudi Arabia

KE42:

Hybrid Power Generation using Solar, Wind and Piezo.

KE43:

(IEEE-2013-14) Ultrasonic Spectacles and Waist-belt for Visually
Impaired and Blind Person.

KE44:

(IEEE) Accelerometer-based Body Sensing calculating system

KE45:

(IEEE 2014) sun tracking schemes for photovoltaic panels

KE46:

(IEEE 2014) automated irrigation system

KE47:

(IEEE 2014) battery powered heating and cooling suit

KE48:

Microcontroller Based Solar tracking System for enhancing Efficiency

of a Photovoltaic system
KE49:

KE50:

KE51:

Designing of Programmable power supply with LCD display to
control different types of Voltage
regulators 7805 for +5v output, 7812 for +12v output and also 7905,
7912 for negative -5V, -12V
supply by using Relay logic with interfacing Microcontroller.
Digital Control Strategy for Four Quadrant Operation of Three Phase
BLDC Motor with Load
Variations

KE52:

Clustering-Interpolation Method and Its Application to Wind Turbine
Generator Curve
3-axis MEMs control wheelchair for patients.

KE53:

Braille keyboard voice computer for visually blind people.

KE54:

Object Counter Display for security areas/ shopping malls

KE55:

Electronic Eye Controlled Security System

KE56:

Ultrasonic Based Distance Measurement Systems

KE57:

IR based intelligent control Automatic washbasin / mirror lamp
controller for home appliance.

KE58:

Assistive technology – implementation of high sensitive intelligent
Blind Stick to assist visually
challenged

KE59:

Touch screen based motor speed controlling for industrial use.

KE60:

Tongue motion based wheel chair motion for physically hand caped
and patients.

KE61:

Dumb people alternate speaking technology with tongue moment
based direction announcing for car
drivers by using voice based modules.

KE62:

Motor controlling based walking moment two leg robot.

KE63:

Army belt wheel robot with gun firing.

KE64:

Human leg motion creation using bio- electronic methods.

KE65:

Wireless power transmitting table for loads.

KE66:

Prototype bomb detecting method at traffic signals to capture bomb
snugging at lives.

KE67:

Wireless mobile charging technology for step towards vision 2020.

KE67:

Wireless mobile charging technology for step towards vision 2020.

KE68:

Wireless power transmission for next generation technology.

KE69:

DC Motor speed control using PWM Technique with non-contact
RPM display using IR technology
Airport security Luggage scanner system for metals with conveyor
belt arrangement

KE70:
KE71:

RFID card based and one rupee coin system based kerosene/petrol/ oil
supply mission for Gov. Rationshop.

KE72:

LASER beam spotted controls Home-appliance Light and DC motor
fan and control on/off.

KE73:

DC Motor Speed Counting / RPM Display by Infrared technology on
LCD

KE74:

Micro hydel power generation system from building roof rain water
flow to power DC loads with
battery reverse charge protection.

KE75:

Automatic Intelligence PATH GIVING TRI-Wheel Robot for across
humans on a road and
Obstacle finds with Ultrasonic Sensors

KE76:

PWM based motor speed controlling interfaces with Microcontroller.

KE77:

Automatic control of street light system depends on vehicle presence
on live road.

KE78:

Distance measurement system with Ultrasonic Sensor and values
displays on LCD by interfacing
with Microcontroller
Design of Portable device for monitoring system of Gas, smoke,
temperature& magnitude
radiation in a coal mines. With normal status and critical status
indicator

KE79:

KE80:

Solar panel based COLLEGE NAME LED text display at college
entrance

KE81:

Real-time college entrance placed Wind mill

KE82:

Four quadrant operation of DC motor

KE83:

Automatic Room Light control with Visitor Counting for power
saving applications

KE84:

Implementation of hi-tech agricultural solar fence security with soil
humidity based automatic
irrigation and Voice Announcement alert on PIR live human detection

KE85:

Transformer temperature load monitoring and alerting system

KE86:

Solar energy to Thermal refrigeration without compressor

KE87:

Power generation from silencer exhorts gasses to charge own bike
battery and CO2 gas Naturalfilter using Coal, Charcoal and Sand
filter.

KE88:

Railway track based power generation

KE89:

Foot step based power generation

KE90:

Battery charging from Thermal power generator and solar and wind
turbine

KE91:

Pipe climbing robot.

KE92:

Hydel Power Generation with Over Head Tank.

KE93:

Electrical power generation from speed breakers.

KE94:

Bidirectional wind power generation

KE95:

Automatic board cleaner

KE96:

Portable mini fridge using Internal car battery

KE97:

Portable ozone generator to convert O2(normal oxygen) to pure (O3
gas) Conversion

KE98:

Recycle power generation for CFL bulb activate from wastage & rail

engines
with charging status
KE99:

Cycle Pedal Based Power Generator

KE100:

In built no compressive “thermo effective fridge” in a “DC fan
operated cooler
Power generation from silencer exhorts gasses and heat to charge own
bike battery

KE101:
KE102:

Automatic Brake Fail Indicator

KE103:

Material box counting system with Infrared sensors technology

KE104:

Mobile Call/ Sms/ Video/ Data Transmission Detector For Spy&
Security Areas

KE105:

Integration of D-Statcom(staticsynchronouscompensator)
based photovoltaic cell power in low voltage power distribution grid

KC05:

Design and prototype working implementation of mars curiosity
robot with wireless camera
output to laptop
About project: The main aim of the project is designing and study of a space robot to operate
directions, wireless camera, metal
detector , solar energy saving system functionalities and characters designing in another
planet.

KC06:

[Simulation based] gnu chess with arm lpc 21xx: 256x256 touch
screen lcd based real time
game gnu chess and updates on hyper terminal. [tested ok, 100%
output]

KC08:

The design and construction of a propeller led display.
About project: This project is a special kind of circular LED display. With the help some
propeller assembly, LED count,
hardware requirement, and hence overall cost is cut to very affordable price. Also,
maintenance and repairing of the
display is so easy, that anyone having a little electronics knowledge can take care of this.
All the synchronizing can be
implemented through pre coded programming

KC09:

Design of cnc hand writing robot.
About project: Implements a new structured CNC hand robot which can write alphabets&
numeric on paper for future printer and
painter and designing equipment .

BLUETOOTH & ANDROID
KC12:

Bluetooth& android based wireless notice board
About project: We have been using notice boards to display messages in offices, schools
hospitals etc from a long time.
So this project is a solution to this problem as it wireless technology Bluetooth which
provides us the facility to change
Message on notice boards from distant mobile phone that is operated on android OS.

KC13:

Bluetooth& android mobile control home loads activation like
future technology.
About project: This project is a fine combination of Android mobile technology and
embedded system. User can control Home
appliances using Android mobile. An application should be installed on Android mobile
handset to control various home
Appliances. User can send commands using that application.

KC14:

Bluetooth& android mobile control home locking system
About project: Android mobile controlled door security locking system has its main
application in security systems.
It can be used in house, shop, offices, industry. We have provided a Relay And a DC motor.
User needs to operate Application
to open door

KC15:

Bluetooth& android mobile control robot
About project: This project is a Bluetooth controlled robot. For this the android mobile user
has to install an application on
mobile. Then user needs to turn on the Bluetooth in the mobile. The wireless communication
techniques used to control the
robot is Bluetooth technology.

KC16:

Bluetooth& android mobile control water motor ON and OFF
system

About project: This project is a fine combination of Android mobile technology and
embedded system. User can control
water motor using Android mobile. An application should be installed on Android mobile
handset to control various
water motor appliances. User can send commands using that application.

KC17:

Bluetooth& android mobile control Drilling machine
About project: The main objective of our project is to perform various machining operations
using "android mobile" in drilling
machine with the help of android mobile application sources.

KC18:

An intelligent and portable method to direction of vehicle using
android based mobile
Touch screen.

KC19:

Emergency road clearing method for VIP& emergency vehicles
controlling with android
application.
About project: When ambulance / or VIP on road by using this method we can clear traffic by
controlling with android app.

KC20:

Emergency /exit alarm system for colleges and hospitals using android
application.

KC21:

Controlling railway gate and controlling green, red lights with android
mobile.
About project: The main aim of this project is controlling train caution signs using app controlling,
In nowadays gate-men have to present in control room but by using this app he can be operate signs
nearby also

KC22:

Mobile touch screen based home load (fan, or bulb) controlling system using
Android application.
About project: This project is a fine combination of Android mobile technology and embedded
system. User can control Home appliances
using Android mobile. An application should be installed on Android mobile handset to control
various
home appliances. Topic covers wireless communication, serial communication, embedded c
programming

KC23:

Remote Bluetooth Android based defibrillator for heart attack patients.
About project: The project presents design and implementation of a defibrillator device which is
capable of giving shocks to a
Human heart which has stopped working suddenly.

KC24:

Android based Fire Fighting Robot with high pressure water sprinkler

KC151:

Android Antenna Positioning System
About project: This Android Based Antenna Positioning System is very innovative system as it helps
to position the antenna
with the help of android application. This helps the antenna to point straight towards the sending
signal device so as to capture
the signal. For this the system uses microcontroller the antenna.
The system makes use of stepper motor to demonstrate as the antenna motor which is used to move
the antenna in proper
direction. Antenna is moved by the user commands received through the android application. This
user commands are then
received by the Bluetooth receiver modem.

KC81:

Android app based smart Hotel menu ordering system
About project: A new design scheme of hotel menu card and ordering system applied to all range
hotels is proposed in this paper.
The Bluetooth technology is used as wireless communication standard in this paper. There is no need

of waiter to take order from
table according to system proposed in this paper. In customer section customer will look for menu
and order its menu using
android app. Main concentration is ordering menu by pressing buttons in app nothing but blinking
menu item led in kitchen. And
this concept not for billing session but just ordering.

KC85:

Smart Android App Switch Emergency Alert For Women Safety With
Lan, Lat Location

About project: Security for women has become a major issue as the number of crimes over women
and girls increasing dayby-day. This paper describes about women safety and their security by using electronic device to
both detect The problem &
alert Authorities This paper suggests a new perspective to use technology to protect women. we
use an android based smart
phone with an integrated feature that alert and provide location based Information about the attack
along with the location
Information is sent as SMS alert to a few Predefined control room &relatives emergency numbers..

KC121:

Segway controlling with android app
About project: The Segway PT is a two-wheeled, self-balancing, battery-powered electric vehicle
invented by Dean Kamen. It
is produced by Segway Inc. of New Hampshire. And this project controlling with android app

A.I / APPLICATIONs/ SENSOR PROJECTS
KC25:

Braille keyboard voice computer for visually blind people.
About project: Design and implement of Braille language speaker for blind students by using
microcontroller.

KC26:

Recycle electrical power generation from wastage material burning
with voltage display.
About project:
•Implementation of real time wastage recycles power generation by using thermo electric effect with
boosting voltage
conversion to charge mobile phone.
•From battery supply activating CFL bulb as a load.
•Fire voltage charging status on LCD interface with micro controller.

KC27:

Mobile image moving technology with hand moment
About project:
The main idea of this project is “Moving image models on LCD with respect to Hand moment by
using Infra-red
sensors” Technology we are using for Touch screen electronic gadgets.

KC28:

[Power up with Your Shoes] Charge your mobile phone by using
Power generation from
walking shoe with voltage display.
About project: The main idea of this project is “Generating power from foot/walk pressure energy
using Piezo electric effects and
charges mobile.

KC29:

i Current: Wireless power transmission system to active load LEDs
About project: The main idea of this project is proving the advance method of wireless power
transmission comparatively with an
old designs finally this project transfers power without wires and “activate LEDs”.

KC30:

Solar powered Medicine refrigeration with temperature display on
LCD using
Microcontroller interface with Temperature sensor.
About project: The main idea of this project is “refrigeration (Cooling) using Solar power based on
Thermocouple effect
.temperature display on LCD using Microcontroller.

KC31:

Collusion tracking and automatic breaking system for vehicles.
About project: The main aim of this project is to stop the accident with respect to collusion by using
Infra-red system.

KC32:

Design and implementation RHEX ROBOT
About project: Implementing a highly flexible walking and abstracal climbing by designing of new
semi wheel architecture with
Hexa robot chassis.

KC33:

sensitive Alcohol sensor with auto car ignition disables function to avoid
drunk and drive
about project: The main purpose behind this project is “Drunk driving detection”. Now days, many
accidents are happening
because of the alcohol consumption of the driver or the person who is driving the vehicle. Thus
Drunk driving is a major reason of
accidents in almost all countries all over the world. Alcohol Detector in Car project is designed for
the safety of the people seating
inside the car. This project should be fitted / installed inside the vehicle.

KC34:

Prototype Wheel Chair Control System using hand gesture moments
with MEMs sensor and
microcontroller.(prototype)
About project: The aim of this research is to develop a wheelchair system which controls its
movement by the mere bending of a
person‟s fingers.

KC35:

Hand moment control wheel chair for physically imbalanced
patients.(Real time)
About project: This project introduces an automated system is to be developed to control the motor
rotation of wheelchair based on
head and hand movement of physically challenged person. In order to facilitate these people for their
independent movement, an
accelerometer device

KC36:

Rescue child saver pipe climbing robot controlling with motors.
About project: This project aim in designing a “robot to rescue of a child in a borehole” which is
capable of moving inside the pipe
according to the user commands given from PC. The project also used for picking and placing of
objects based on arm design.

KC37:

Nobel army security robot contains Gun head rotation with video cam
display in portable
monitor / laptop.

KC38:

Real time water level indicator which can install in college tank and
status/warning unit in
Administrative office.
About project: The circuit presented here is a project of a water level indicator circuit using
microcontroller. The circuit will
produce an light indicator when the level of water will reached at your desired position. For using the
circuit simply connect the
two probes of the circuit at the desired level of water where you want the circuit to alert you.

KC39:

Street Light Controller Using Zigbee Networks

KC40:

(IEEE) Ultrasonic Spectacles and Waist-belt for Visually Impaired and
Blind Person.

About project: The Street light Automation system can reduce energy consumption and maintenance
costs and also helps to
reduce crime activities up to certain limit. The automatic street light system is mainly decided on the
combination of sensors and
ZigBee technology. An automatic streetlight system is designed with the help of ZigBee modules
which can be help in detection
of faulty lights and control it.

About project: This paper presents an electronic navigation system for visually impaired and blind
people (subject). This system
understands obstacles around the subject up to 500 cm in front, left and right direction using a
network of ultrasonic sensors.

KC41:

(IEEE) Accelerometer-based Body Sensing calculating system
About project: In this project, we present an introductory discussion on the medical applications
using accelerometer-based body
sensing; introduce our patent-pending tilting angle identification

KC42:

(IEEE) sun tracking schemes for photovoltaic panels
About project: In general, the power developed in such applications depends fundamentally upon the
amount of solar energy
captured by the collector, and thus the problem of developing tracking schemes capable of following
the trajectory of the
sun throughout the course of the day on a year-round basis has received significant coverage in this
project. It was shown
that the amount of solar energy captured by a tilted collector could be increased by more than 40%
by adjusting the tilt angle on a
seasonal basis.

KC43:

Automated irrigation system
About project: a sensor calculates the sand wetness and a microcontroller covers this data ,with
respect to pre coded programming
microcontroller activates the relay system to start DC water motor then sand will wet. Automatically
system will turn off after sand
get wet.

KC44:

IEEE) battery powered heating and cooling suit
About project: The main idea of this project is to design a bio-suit for medical and army purpose for
maintain body temperature at
constant by using of temperature sensor and thermo coupler plates interfaces with microprocessor.

KC45:

(IEEE) harmful gases wireless network monitoring system design
About project: This project uses sensor like carbon monoxide sensor. These sensors are mounted on
a PCB and visual indicator
with audible buzzer is provided for alert signal. When the sensor is activated it sends the signal to
receiver section using wireless
modules. This project is much useful for mines detection and surveillance applications

KC46:

(IEEE) Distributed Ultrasonic Zoned presence Sensing System.
About project: This project main aim to design Tracking vehicles / humans / objects in a zoned area
by sending and receiving
Ultrasonic waves. Ultrasonic sensor senses the obstacles in its path by continuously transmitting the
ultrasonic waves. If any
obstacle comes in its vicinity then the Ultrasonic waves get reflected back to the system. The
Ultrasonic receiver senses these
Ultrasonic waves and this information are passed to the Microcontroller. When person or obstacle
passes through this Ultrasonic
Zoned area automatically consists of Ultrasonic distance sensor which is capable of detecting
obstacles in its path, senses the
obstacles.

KC47:

RFID based automatic authentication tollgate lifting systems and data
display system
About project: An intelligent automatic tollgate open system using RFID reader in highway roads
For advance data login
System and data recording system, in general office /home purpose, people don‟t need billing but
only authentication.

KC48:

Automatic control of street light system depends on vehicle presence on
live road.
About project: The main idea of this project is “Automatic control of street light system depends on
vehicle presence for saving
energy.

KC49:

Design of Portable device for monitoring system of Gas, smoke,
temperature& magnitude
radiation in a coal mines. With normal status and critical status
indicator.
About project: The project aims in designing a system which is capable of detecting gas, smoke and
temperature and magnitude
radiation in coil mines alerts the status in abnormal conditions using buzzer and display onLCD
through sensor.

KC50:

Library management system of Portable device for reading Book name and
details in self.
About project: The main objective of this Project is to use the smart card as a secured token to issue
the books in the Library.
Whenever student searching for any book student no need to open book from rack and see, he/she
just keep this device near to
book then device lcd will display book details in this projects we will prove it by 3 or 4 rfid cards
and device looks like a circuits
on cark board. (prototype)

KC51:

RF-ID card based Petrol pumping system.
About project: This project main aim is filling the automatic petrol in the vehicle using RFID
technology by embedded system
based project. In this project we are proving like if a customer sweep once half litter will pump out.
(we are not pointing on balance
reductions)

KC52:

Object Counter Display for security areas/ shopping malls (1.real-time
2.prototype)
About project: This infrared object counter can be installed at the entry gate to count the total
number of people entering any
venue. It can be used at the railway stations or bus stands to count the people arriving per day or
week.

KC53:

Electronic Eye Controlled Security System
About project: Electronic eye describes the design and implementation of human detects sensor
using Microcontroller based securitysystem for home and offices.

KC54:

Ultrasonic Based Distance Measurement Systems

About project: The project is designed to measure the distance of any object by using an ultrasonic
wave‟s transducer.

KC55:

IR based intelligent control Automatic washbasin / mirror lamp controller
for home appliance.
About project: This project automatically switches on the wash basin mirror lamp whenever a person
stands in front of it and
switch off the same after you move away from it, thereby saving energy

KC56:

Assistive technology – implementation of high sensitive intelligent
specking Blind Stick to
assist visually challenged people
About project: This project helps us to facilitate blind people in path clearing assistance and obstacle
detection. In this project we
are using an IR transmitter and Receiver circuit based path clearing assist stick. Path clearing assist
stick is used to detect any
obstacles with voice announcement.

KC57:

High sensitivity IR sensing intelligent blind stick.

About project: Now-a-days many accidents occur due to intense traffic. It is very difficult for blind
people for path finding
Without others help. This project helps to facilitate blind people in path clearing assistance and
obstacle detection. In this
Project we are using an IR transmitter &Receiver circuit based path clearing assist cap. If obstacle
detects buzzer will blow up

KC58:

Tongue motion based wheel chair motion for physically handicapped
and patients.
(1.real-time 2.prototype)
About project: This project main aim is operating wheel chair with tongue motion. Tongue Drive
system (TDS) is a
Tongue-operated unobtrusive assistive technology, which can potentially provide people with severe
disabilities with effective computer
access and environment control.

KC59:

Dumb people alternate speaking technology with tongue moment based
direction
Announcing for car drivers by using voice based modules.
About project: Design and implement of tongue moment based direction speaker for blind students
by using Microcontroller.
Person can move tongue to select specific message.

KC60:

Servo Motor controlling based walking moment two leg robot.
About project: This paper describes designs of the walking moment two leg robot mechanisms,
hardware architecture and the

leg control methods for walking machines. (servo motors, ir remote(left, right, walk, dance),
microcontroller, power he adaptor)

KC61:

Army belt wheel robot with gun firing.
About project: robot with belt wheels which looks like army vehicles and this robot can shoot at
enemies depends on controlling syste

KC62:

Human leg motion creation using bio- electronic methods.
About project: This project is human leg motion creation bio-electronic methods. Biomechanical
energy harvesting from
human motion presents a promising clean alternative to electrical power supplied by batteries for
portable electronic devices
and for computerized and motorized prosthetics.

KC63:

Wireless power transmitting table for loads.
About project: The main idea of this project is “transmitting power supply: using Wireless

transmission power.

KC64:

Prototype bomb detecting method at traffic signals to capture bomb
smuggling at lives.
About project: This project aims at designing to find the bomb / radioactive elements on roads.
Note: in this project we are treating metals as a bomb materials

KC65:

Wireless mobile charging technology for step towards vision 2020.
About project: The main idea of this project is mobile charging using “electromagnetic Wireless
transmission power”.

KC66:

Wireless power transmission for next generation technology.
About project: The main idea of this project is “transmitting power supply: using Wireless
transmission power to activate DC loads
like LEDs.

KC67:

Mobile call, SMS, video transmitting detection in exam halls or
security areas
About project: The main aim of this project is to find the “Mobile call makers” by tracking the radio
frequency signals with
Respect to project network ranges. So we can Detect Calls by using Integrated circuit with buzzers
and warning LEDs and this system
displays the message of “MOBILE CALL DETECTION” by using microcontroller

KC68:

Obstacle detection and alcohol detection based vehicle ignition
automatic stop.
About project: The main purpose behind this project is “Drunken driving detection and obstacle
detection”. Nowadays, many accidents
are happening because of the alcohol consumption of the driver or the person who is driving the
vehicle.
And this vehicle will detects obstacle.

KC69:

Braille speaking key board.
About project: Design and implement of Braille language speaker for blind students by using
microcontroller.
Blind people can‟t read letters on button but they can feel Braille dots so we are placing that dots on
buttons now they can feelwhat button it is! A speaker will announce button name such that they learn
easily.

KC70:

Bi-directional radar design with ultrasonic system.
About project: The detector will sense object caused by Bi-directional alerting system. This system
senses the object all direction.
The object detector ultrasonic sensor of a sensor transmitter and a sensor receiver. If object is
presented between these two devices,
the output of the sensor goes high and activates the sensor.

KC71:

RFID card based and one rupee coin system based kerosene/petrol/ oil
supply mission for Gov.
Ration shop.
About project: This main aim of the project is stopping the scan/ frauds in government ration shops

KC72:

LASER beam spotted controls Home-appliance Light and DC motor fan and
control on/off.
About project: This paper presents the “LASER beam spotted controls of home appliances include
Room Light and Fan Controller Using
Microcontroller is a reliable circuit that takes over the task of controlling the room fan and room
lights as
well as controls laser beam in the room very accurately

KC73:

Designing own Touchpad which operates voice speaking
microcontroller.
About project: A microcontroller which can takes the input from Haptic and controllers the voice
based application. „Haptics‟ is a
technology that adds the sense of touch to virtual environments. Users are given the illusion that they
are touching or manipulating
a real physical object.

KC74:

Micro hydel power generation system from building roof rain water
flow to power DC loads
with battery reverse charge protection.
About project: Energy is a major input for overall socio-economic development of any society.
Hydel energy is the fastest
growing renewable energy. From Decades man has been trying to convert Hydel power to
mechanical &, more recently,
electric power.

KC75:

Implementation of high sensitive Glass breaking sensor unit.
About project: Security is primary concern everywhere and for everyone. Every person wants his
home, industry etc to be secured.
This project describes a security alarm system that can monitor an industry and home.

KC76:

Airport security Luggage checking system for metals with conveyor
belt arrangement.
About project: This project is designed to count moving objects on a conveyer belt using IR sensors
and metal detection to display
the counting information on a LCD display and Buzzer on.

KC77:

Embedded Based Digital Thermometer based on Microcontroller using
Temperature
Sensor and Display on LCD.
About project: This project is embedded based Using conventional thermometers for measuring

temperature. Temperature
is measured with a precision IC linear temperature sensor (LM35D) using the MCU‟s circuits.

PANOMODEL ROBOT /A.I
KC78:

PanoModel Robot with theft detection and security SMS alert for
jewelry shop modeled
In India.
About project :In retail business it's essential, that the merchandise is displayed and conferred in a
manner, the main aim of
the project theft detection and security SMS alert for jewelry shop .any person touch the jewelry
automatically send the SMS
Through GSM to jewelry shop authorities.

KC79:

Welcome PanoModel Robot welcome message speaking and lcd
message display on robot
Head with human aromatic detection.
About project: Welcome voice announcement in panomodel robot and this system to design speaking
and welcome message
Displayed on the lcd display on robo head.

KC80:

Helping PanoModel Robot for Old age people medicine remainder
depends on timings
Specking and lcd message display on robot head.
About project: Nowadays the robotic research is getting the more attraction. Implementation of
human head robots for natural
Interaction is a challenging task. The human head robot info sharing is very complex and offers a
variety of interaction
possibilities. We develop a PanoModel head robot that's capable of synchronizing communicative
gestures with speech. The
model, will generate a full vary of gesture varieties. and this system to help old people for medicine
reminder per day around4
times with using of rtc and the voice module used to speaking timings and visible alerts displayed on

the lcd.

GSM /GPS / GPRS /SMS
KC82:

Advanced Vehicle Monitoring And Tracking System
About project: The project proposes a GPS and GSM based vehicle tracking system that tracks the
vehicle and sends the data over
through a SMS. The system includes a GPS modem that continuously tracks the vehicle location in
the form of latitude and
longitude. The data is then sent over to a microcontroller interfaced to a Gsm modem.

KC83:

Smart Thinking Auto Theft Prevention Of A Vehicle Ant Possible To
Cheating This System
About project: This project has GSM technology and Vehicle anti-theft system with vehicle ignition
controlling technique.
Whenever car owner removes key from the ignition lock at that system is turned on. We have
provided vibration sensor. When
Vibrations are detected, SMS is sent to the owner of the car. When car owner sends back sms to
project then the engine is
Stopped. We have provided a Relay and a DC motor to show the demo of vehicle engine controlling
system.

KC84:

Smart Switch Based SHE-TEAM Emergency Alert System For Women Safety With Lan,
Lat Location
About project: The women wearing this device in case of any harassment or when she finds that
someone is going to harass,
she presses a switch the information about the attack along with the location information is sent as
SMS alert to a few
Predefined control room &relatives emergency numbers.

KC85:

Smart Android App Switch Emergency Alert For Women Safety With
Lan, Lat Location
About project: Security for women has become a major issue as the number of crimes over women
and girls increasing dayby-day. This paper describes about women safety and their security by using electronic device to
both detect The problem &
alert Authorities This paper suggests a new perspective to use technology to protect women. we
use an android based smart
phone with an integrated feature that alert and provide location based Information about the attack
along with the location
Information is sent as SMS alert to a few Predefined control room &relatives emergency numbers..

KC78:

PanoModel Robot with theft detection and security SMS alert for
jewelry shop modeled
In India.
About project :In retail business it's essential, that the merchandise is displayed and conferred in a
manner, the main aim ofthe project theft detection and security SMS alert for jewelry shop .any
person touch the jewelry automatically send the SMS
Through GSM to jewelry shop authorities.

KC98:

Railway track crack detection and automatic SMS sending to railway
control room
About project: In this project GSM communication protocols are used to convey the message of
crack detection via SMS. The
primary objective of this project is to detect the crack in the railway track and alert the nearby station
through effective and
highly reliable communication mode

KC134:

GSM SMS based home loads controlling system
About project: This project presents the development of Global System for Mobile
Communication(GSM)-based home
appliance control for smart home system. The main aim of the prototype development is to reduce
electricity wastage. GSM
module is used for receiving short message service (SMS) from user‟s mobile phone that
automatically enable the controller to
take any further action such as to switch ON and OFF the home appliances such as light, fan etc.

KC135:

Wireless Electronic LED Matrix scrolling Notice Board by GSM

KC136:

Wireless Electronic 2X26 LCD Notice Board by GSM

KC137:

Rail location monitoring system by SMS

About project: This project deals with an advanced wireless notice board. The main objective of this
project is to develop a
wireless notice board that displays messages sent from the user‟s mobile The project displays the
data on LED matrix notice
board whatever we sent from the mobile.

About project: This project deals with an advanced wireless notice board. The main objective of this
project is to develop a
wireless notice board that displays messages sent from the user‟s mobile The project displays the
data on LCD whatever we
Sent from the mobile.

About project: GPS based train location tracking with SMS facility system aims in providing
information of train location on
Request of passengers through simple SMS. The information is given to the passenger through an
SMS to the number through
which the location details is requested.

RFID -Radio-frequency identification (RFID)
KC86:

Signal jumping capturing by using RFID technology
About project: The project is about detection of those vehicles which jumps red light at traffic
signals using rfid(radio
frequency identification)technolgy. rfid tags are to be applied to every vehicles and rfid readers are
toplaced at traffic signals.
road markings are done according to required range. now any vehicle crossing that road marking
while red light is on, will be
detected from rfid tag of that vehicle. Automatic ticket(fine) will issued to vehicle owner through
message .

KC87:

Metro train ticket buying using RFID : automatic balance cutting depends on
login and logoff
About project: This system explains the installation of RFID reader circuit in each and every train
stations in metro rail to
Facilitate the calculation of ticket charges. Depending upon the distance(number of stations)
travelled, the corresponding cost
is Automatically deducted from the user‟s account. This task is implemented by using an automated
Database system which
makes The transactions faster, easier and free of ambiguity.

KC88:

Parking billing using RFID : automatic balance cutting depends on
login and logoff
About project: Our system proposes an Rfid based billing system where we use rfid technology for

parking billing purpose.
Our reader gathers the id and sends it to microcontroller for processing; it is displayed on an LCD
display.

A.I / APPLICATIONs/ SENSOR PROJECTS
KC89:

Heart Beat Detection And Monitoring For Personal Health Monitoring
About project: This project demonstrates a technique to measure the heart rate by sensing the change
in blood volume in a
finger artery while the heart is pumping the blood. It consists of an infrared LED that transmits an IR
signal through the
fingertip of the subject, a part of which is reflected by the blood cells. The reflected signal is detected
by a photo diode sensor.The changing blood volume with heartbeat results in a train of pulses at the
output of the photo diode, the magnitude of which
is too small to be detected directly by a microcontroller.

KC90:

Earthquake And Earth Vibration Based Emergency Doors Opening
And Alarm
About project: A seismic switch is a programmable device capable of distinguishing between seismic
movements due to an
earthquake or an explosion, which is used to send a signal to control panels for security doors. The
device uses accelerometers
and a microcontroller for the detection and signal analysis of the seismic movements.

KC91:

Safety Helmet For Bike Authentication & Alcohol Sensing For Riders
About project: The main aim of the system is to develop a smart helmet and bike for the bikers to

provide safety and security.
If rider drunk before running bike alcohol security system will send data to microcontroller such that
reaction DC Motor stops.

KC92:

Designing own POWER BANK with solar panel with voltage display in
LCD
About project: new project article is about building a rechargeable power bank which harvests
energy by using a solar
Panel. It uses battery to store the electric energy generated by the solar panel. And voltage of
batteries will display on LCD.

KC93:

Speed Detection System In Highways Using Infra Red sensing system
About project: The main goal of this project is to detect the over-speed of the vehicles on highways
with the arrangement of
Speed sensing circuit and to intimate the traffic authorities using buzzer alerting system. In this
project, the speed sensing
circuit is arranged with IR sensors and are placed on either side of the road at a fixed distance for
detecting the speed of the
Vehicles While the rays are obstructed.

KC94:

Portable Programmable Reminder
About project: This project will help to remind the patient to take his/her medicine at prescribed
time. This device will not only
remind them of their medicines with a buzzer sound but also displays the name of the medicine to be
taken at that time.

KC95:

Theft Detection In ATM and automatically spry Chloroform
About project: This project deals with protection of ATM from robbery. This system uses
microcontroller based embedded
System to process real time data collected by the, motion detection sensors. Once the robbery is
detected, the Siren will start
alerting the public and Solenoid valve is used to leak the gas (Chloroform) inside the ATM chamber
to bring the thief into
Unconscious stage once he inhales the dose defined.

KC96:

Without solar panel power generation form sunlight with
microcontroller controlling
automatic LDR street light
About project: A special handmade solar panel charges the battery from battery street light activates
but depend on sunlight
this automatic system control through the micro controller and street light system on and off by using
LDR sensor.

KC97:

Coin vending based WATER-ATM for rural areas for 24x7 services.
About project: The Water ATM is a completely automatic water vending machine with two water
vending points for
dispensing Water per hour. The Water ATM will vend water after inserting coins into the vending
machines. This project
works for any coin 1coin for 1 Letter without coin sorting.

KC117:

Mirror coated army camera robo from covering from enemy view.

KC118:

Paper rolling based music playing system using microcontroller with special
design system

About project: wireless mobile app controlled robo with wireless camera to capture enemy, and this
robo mirror covered body
to hide from enemy.

About project: In this project, we built a music sheet reader, which can identify music sheet in the
format of piano roll.
Utilizing some hardware materials such as PCB board.

KC119:

Electromagnetic Intelligent Vehicle Braking System
About project: In this project the advantage of using the electromagnetic braking system in
automobile is studied. These
brakes can be incorporated in heavy vehicles as an auxiliary brake. The electromagnetic brakes can
be used in commercial
vehicles by controlling the current supplied to produce the magnetic flux. Making some
improvements in the brakes it can be
used in automobiles in future.

KC120:

Electromagnetic Intelligent Door Locking System
About project: An electromagnetic lock, magnetic lock, or maglock is a locking device that consists
of an Typical single door
electromagnetic locks are offered in both 600 lbs pieces of release hardware installed in a typical
electromagnetic locking
system.

KC121:

Segway controlling with android app
About project: The Segway PT is a two-wheeled, self-balancing, battery-powered electric vehicle
invented by Dean Kamen. It
is produced by Segway Inc. of New Hampshire. And this project controlling with android app

KC122:

Segway with controlling with buttons
About project: The Segway PT is a two-wheeled, self-balancing, battery-powered electric vehicle
invented by Dean Kamen. It
is produced by Segway Inc. of New Hampshire. and this project is controlled by buttons

KC126:

Hall sensor based motor rpm count system
About project: The working principles of Hall sensor have been introduced in this paper. To the
defects of traditional methods,
it proposed the designing strategy of motor speed measurement system based on single chip
microcontroller with integrated
chip. The hardware circuits including power module, data processing module and data display
module have been described and
it focuses on the analysis speed measurement module. The speed data can be obtained through
counting impulse signals and
displayed on LCD. Experience shows that the system have high stability, it can meet the needs of DC
motor speed
Measurement.

DTMF (DUAL TONE MULTI FREQUENCY)
KC129:

DTMF based Cell Phone Controlled Home Appliance Switching by microcontroller
About project: Dual-Tone-Multi-Frequency-Signaling(DTMF), DTMF signaling system is used to

recognize push buttons or
keypad. The telephone systems in olden days used pulse dialing and later it was replaced by a multi
frequency dialing system
called DTMF.
Sometimes unfortunately we may forget switch off the appliances while going to the outside and we
face the problems to switch
off these devices when we are out of home. To solve these types of problems this article explains.

KC130:

DTMF based Cell Phone based DTMF Controlled Garage Door
Opening System
About project: The main objective of this project is to unlock a garage door by a mobile keypad of
the phone. Opening and
closing of garage doors involves human labor. In this proposed system, the opening and closing of a
garage door is achieved by
using a mobile phone

KC131:

DTMF based Cell Phone Controlled Robotic Vehicle
About project: The project is designed to develop a robotic vehicle that is controlled by a cell
phone. DTMF commands
from a Phone are sent to another cell phone which is mounted on the robot. These commands
are fed to a microcontroller
family to operate the vehicle movement through motor interface.

KC132:

DTMF based door locking system
About project: The new automated door lock system does not need a key to lock or unlock the door
of the car or
house. This digital door entry system is in fact controlled by cell-phone which is actually performing
the role
of remote over here.

KC133:

DTMF based prototype wheel chair control system(prototype)
About project: In this project, we will learn How to design a DTMF based Mobile/Cell phone
Controlled Wheel Chair with
Microcontroller for Physically Handicapped. Here, we will use mobile keypad as the input device to
drive the wheel chair in
Different direction.

PC CONTROLLED PROJECTS
KC138:

PC controlling based Automatic Surveillance Camera Panning System
from PC andVideo display on same Monitor.
About project: The project is designed for using surveillance camera on a panning platform i.e.
moving the camera, mounted
on a DC motor in clockwise and anticlockwise direction in periodic intervals. For security reasons,
surveillance cameras are
used everywhere like roads, shops, colleges and offices

KC139:

PC Controlled Scrolling Message Display for Notice Board
About project: This project is designed to develop a PC controlled scrolling message display for
notice board. It can also be
used to display latest information anywhere such as colleges, shops, railway stations and other
places. The information is wired
transmitted using DB9 connector PC.

KC140:

PC controlling based wired Home loads on and off system
About project: The aim of this project is to control the electrical appliances through a personal
computer (PC). With this
system, one can control the electrical appliances ON/OFF by just being seated at one place using a
PC.

KC141:

PC controlling based wireless robot controlling system
About project: The main aim of the project is to design a robot which can be controlled through PC
and by using wireless
Communication.

KC142:

PC controlling based home gate/railway gate controlling system
About project: The main aim of this project is automating the unmanned railway gate i.e. the gate is
closed automatically
whenever the train arrives and gate is opened. Here in this project, the railway gate will be controlled
by using wireless
Communication from a remote place through PC.

ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY
KC143:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network based Automatic Meter
Reading System
About project: The technology called wireless sensor network is the most efficient technology which
can be used in various
applications because of its low power consumption, simple to use, cheaper communication network.
In this paper we present a
model which is used for collecting and make billing of our monthly used electricity by using wireless
sensor network using of
zigbee technology.

KC144:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network based pc to pc &machine
and machine to
communication
About project: without internet we can communicate one PC to another PC

KC145:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network based home loads operating
system
About project: This project presents the first results and experiences associated with ZigBee based
wireless sensor networking.
Depends on pre decided commands we can operate Home Automation wireless network.

KC146:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network based traffic light control
system
About project: Traffic Control Systems with Zigbee wireless controller
Zigbee wireless controller has emerged a new wireless technology which can consists of Zigbee
wireless sensors as receiver as
well as a transmitter. These sensor can be detected at a distance of 100m. This technology can be
effectively used in traffic control
systems

KC147:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network based robo controlling
system
About project: The Objective of this project is to design and implement intelligent mobile robot
using embedded
microcontroller. The robot is controlled from the pc in zigbee communication using application
software. Forward, right move,
left move and backward direction commands from the application software will drive the robot in
any desired direction

KC148:

Zigbee technology wireless sensor network smart Helmet for Coal
Miners
About project: In recent days coal mining has been a very dangerous activity that can result in a
number of adverse effects on the
environment for example during mining operations methane, a known greenhouse gas, CO2,
temperature data will sends to server
HyperTerminal PC

KC149:

The Use of ZigBee Wireless Network for Monitoring and Controlling
Greenhouse Climate.
About project: aim of this paper is to present a novel wireless sensor network based ZigBee
technology for monitoring
And controlling greenhouse climate. Gas, temperature, sunlight. transmitter sends these details to
PC‟s wireless receiver.

FINGER PRINT RECOGNITION SENSOR
KC152:

Designing Fingerprint-Recognition Access Control Locker
About project: This paper presents a fingerprint based door opening system which provides security
which can be used for
many banks, institutes and various organizations etc. There are other methods of verifying
authentication through password,
RFID but this method is most efficient and reliable. To provide perfect security to the bank lockers
and to make the work
easier, this project is taking help of two different technologies viz. EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and
BIOMETRICS. Unauthorized
access is prohibited by designing a lock that stores the fingerprints of one or more authorized users.
Fingerprint is sensed by
sensor and is validated for authentication. If the fingerprint matches, the door will be opened
automatically

KC153:

Fingerprint-Recognition-Based Home/Office Attendance System
About project: Fingerprint based attendance management system can be used at many places
like Industries, Offices, and
Colleges or even at various shops & malls. Main parts of this project are Microcontroller, Fingerprint
module, Buzzer, Keypad,
and LCD display.

KC154:

Fingerprint-Recognition-Based Security Gate Opening System
About project: nowa days security base gate opening system need in any commercial office ot any corporative
offices and homes, depends
on person‟s finger print gate system will open.

KC155:

Fingerprint- And keypad Password Based Security System Login
About project: - In this paper we design and implement a locker high security system based on
fingerprint, password
authentication which can be organized in banks, protected offices and homes .Fingerprints are one of
many forms of
Biometrics, used to identify persons and verify their identity. The technology can be used to identify,
track, sort or detect a
wide variety of objects.

KC156:

Fingerprint Base Home Loads Activation System
About project: This is our home automation security system which uses a fingerprint. Each finger
can turn on/off a load, This
can store different fingerprint ID's and main of this project to control the home loads like light
etc.with using of fingerprint
module

KC157:

Multiple Fingerprint Authentication Based examination question
paper opening system
Using Embedded System With Status Display On Lcd

KC158:

Fingerprint based voting system
About project: the main objective is to design a system that asks the user to show his finger print as
an identity proof. The
system reads the data from the fingerprint and verifies this data with already stored data in its data
base. If the data matches
with the pre-stored information of the registered fingerprint, the person is allowed to cast his vote.

I.O.T /RASPBERRY PI
KC159:

IOT Home Automation Using Raspberry Pi

KC160:

IOT Liquid Level Monitoring System

KC161:

IOT Theft Detection Using Raspberry Pi

KC162:

IOT Based Toll Booth Manager System

KC163:

IOT Heart Attack Detection & Heart Rate Monitor

KC164:

IOT Patient Health Monitoring Project

KC165:

Energy Meter Monitoring Over IOT

KC166:

IOT Air & Sound Pollution Monitoring System

KC167:

IOT Garbage Monitoring System

KC168:

IOT Weather Reporting System

KC169:

IOT Based Industry Automation

KC170:

IOT Based Office Automation

KC171:

IOT Based Home Automation

"Project will LOW COST because We have our own work shop
"You can do your project
"We welcome your ideas
"WE WELCOME ALL BATCHES FORM YOUR COLLEGE because we are
organizations of multiple companies so we can provide certificates from another
company also respectively.

Student Support:
•Working KIT / Project.
•Classes.
•Write/Practice your codes in your own laptops.
•Free Licensed Software /Compilers installation in your laptop.
•Documentation.
•PPT
•Viva Guidance

